**Objective**

To know the experiences and expectations of diabetes mellitus type 1 (DM1) patients and their relatives as regards the relationship established with doctors, and the impact of such relationships on their strategies to cope with the disease and treatment.

**Method**

Qualitative design based on focus groups conducted in 2001. Theory-based sampling including the most representative profiles. Qualitative analysis procedure: text coding, triangulation and interpretation of results.

**Result**

Doctors/patient relationship highly influences the emotional experience of disease and the way patients gain control over it. Interviewed patients said that the relationship with doctors is focused on disease signs and symptoms, leaving emotional aspects aside. Very often, provider communication is built on recrimination and threat. Treatment is imposed rather than agreed, with scarce opportunities for participating in clinical decisions. Patients develop strategies to take on their own decisions and adapting treatment to their daily life. Patients value a relationship with doctors combining professional competence— including relational skills—with humanity and kindness, as well as being capable of assuming their co-responsibility in treatment success.

**Conclusion**

Patients prefer to the personal and emotional support they receive from doctors combining professional competence—including relational skills—with humanity and kindness, as well as being capable of assuming their co-responsibility in treatment success. Patients develop strategies to take on their own decisions and adapting treatment to their daily life. Patients value a relationship with doctors combining professional competence—including relational skills—with humanity and kindness, as well as being capable of assuming their co-responsibility in treatment success. Patients prefer treatments that their doctors combine professional competence—including relational skills—with humanity and kindness, as well as being capable of assuming their co-responsibility in treatment success.
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Introduction

Insulin diabetes type 1 (DM1) is a chronic process which has an enormous social and health impact. Its prevalence in the adult population is estimated to be 2%-6%1-3 and a significant increase is forecast in the coming years, resulting from the increase in life expectancy of the population, and the unhealthy life habits and increasing rates of obesity.4 To have good diabetes control delays the appearance of complications and secondary diseases, as well as improving the quality of life.5-10 Control of the disease fundamentally depends on having good treatment, which is supported by 3 basic pillars: diet, exercise, and the administration of insulin.11-13 It is a way of life which assumes certain self-sacrifices, particularly harsh for young people6,8 and which, in the short term, the great benefits are not appreciated, which makes its follow up even more difficult.12,15 This is one of the reasons why there is relatively frequent non-compliance of treatment, one of the most important problems in chronic diseases, which decreases the efficacy, the effectiveness and efficiency of the treatment.12 Around 50% of people with diabetes do not comply adequately with their therapy.12 In the specialist literature different factors are pointed out which influence compliance with the treatment: sociodemographics, relationships with the disease, with the therapy itself, and with the doctor-patient relationship.7,16 Of all of them, the doctor-patient relationship is the factor with a stronger predictive power.17 Numerous studies conclude that the relationship that doctors establish with their patients is often superficial and is centred more on purely systematic and physiological aspects, without taking into account their expectations, and making unilateral decisions, depending on their experience.7-11 However, it is established that this focus centred on the disease and the interests of the health institutions are no longer valid, and that these days, the actions need to be centred on the person and not only on their diseases, thus providing integrated care.1,12-14 The problems of communication is a barrier to the effective treatment of diabetes.10 The aim of this article is to get to know, in depth, how people with DM1 perceive their relationships with their doctors and to evaluate its influence in confronting the disease and its implications on the treatment. It was decided to use qualitative methodology, centred on the focus group technique, as this allows looking in depth into the experiences and make up of the patients, placing them in their social context and, in this case, health context, by interaction between members of the group.14,15

Materials and methods

Design

A qualitative design based on focus groups. Two focus groups were formed in 2 different areas of Andalusia, in the cities of Granada and Seville. The participants in the 2 groups had similar profiles, looking for discourse saturation. Young people with diabetes and parents of other young people with the same disease, without there being any relationship between them, participated in each group. This strategy pursued the opinions of some and provoked similar arguments and perceptions of family life, but in context of freedom, since the participants did not know each other. Both groups were moderated by the same person (research profile, not related to the health centres). A guide of topics and questions to lead the group was prepared (Table 1). The sessions were recorded and transcribed literally. Although one of the limitations of focus groups is that they can inhibit some of the participants from freely expressing their
TABLE 1  
**Interview plan**

Care process: they should give a short description of their care process, since the first symptoms were noticed, until now, to which professionals they were sent to in the first place, what consultations have they gone through, where they were referred to, where they have their follow up, how often do they have appointments, etc.

Their experience on receiving the diagnosis and how they live with the disease and treatment, how they cope with it.

Which aspects of the treatment do they find difficult and those they cope with better.

Changes in their quality of life: before and after.

Communication of the diagnosis: How were they told? What information were they given at that time?

What information have they been given in general? Do they really know what is happening to them?

Doubts. Do they have doubts? What would they like to know and not know? What do they do when they have doubts? Who do they go to? How are they resolved?

Treatment. How has the treatment been?

Understanding. Do they feel understanding in the health professionals?

Support. Have they received support from the professionals? Have they had psychological support at any time? Have they needed it?

Health care. What aspects of care would they change? Which would they keep?

Relationships with the professionals. How would they define the relationship with the professionals? What type of relationship would they prefer?

opinion,13 they can also have the opposite effect and create an atmosphere to freely express themselves under the protection of confidence. The heterogeneity of the people invited into each group was not an obstacle for its development but, on the contrary, there was a pleasant atmosphere under a climate of confidence.

Sample and Participants

People with DM1 and parents of diabetic children were select-ed by theoretical sampling.15,16 The profiles most characteristic of these patients are represented in the sample, as regards, age, time of living with diabetes, continuing relationship with the health centre (they periodically attend established check ups) and attitude to the disease (positive and accepting: they want to have the necessary knowledge and skills to be able to have self-control; negative and rejection: they delegate the control of the disease to their parents). These profiles were prepared from the literature consulted and from the experience of the professionals who treat them. Heterogeneity was also looked for as regards other variables, such as place of residence, level of studies and occupation. In all these cases, the participants received care in health centres, went there regularly for check ups and periodically to the endocrinology clinics, according to that indicated in the care process (Table 2). The invited participants were taken from a list of candidates, who fitted the desired profiles, or proposed by their doctors and nurses. The objective of the meeting was explained to them and they were guaranteed confidentiality.

Analysis

The information was analysed by means of content analysis, using the following steps:

- Preparation of a code tree (Table 3 and Figure 1).
- Reading the transcriptions and assigning codes to fragments of text.
- Analysis and relationship of the information contained in each code.
- Description of the results.

Parallel to the whole process of collection and analysis of the data, the research team developed a process of triangulation, discussion and contrast of the results, which increases the reliability of the study. Likewise, the moderator of the groups also worked

TABLE 2  
**Profiles of the Participants and Composition of the Focus Groups**

(Total Participants: 15 People)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus Group 1</th>
<th>Focus Group 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place carried out</strong></td>
<td>Seville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td>4 males and 3 females</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationship with the disease</strong></td>
<td>5 patients, 1 father and 1 mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td>Patients (young people between 15 and 25 years), fathers and mothers of children with diabetes (between 30 and 45 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geographical location</strong></td>
<td>2 rural and 6 urban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parents education (of the patients and education of the participating parents)</strong></td>
<td>Average (6) and higher (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time since the diagnosis</strong></td>
<td>3 cases between 1 and 5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 cases between 6 and 17 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attitude towards the disease</strong></td>
<td>Positive, acceptance 5 cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative, rejection 2 cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Continued relationship with the health centre</strong></td>
<td>All go periodically to the check ups at the health centre (the patients themselves or their parents)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Results**

The Communication of Bad News: “It’s Diabetes”

In the experience of the people interviewed, the communication of the diagnosis is a determining factor in the way the disease is confronted and lived with. In many cases it was made abruptly and their condition was pointed out as “incurable” and were informed of the negative consequences of poor control. In the majority of cases, the diabetes was diagnosed in primary care. The patients said they did not ask much at that consultation and the doubts came later. The doctors provided them with a lot of information, but they admitted they were “blocked.” The emotions they remembered at that first visit are: fear, denial, doubts on a possible error and disheartened. In both groups, the parents remembered the communication of the “news” in a more negative way and were sure it would be difficult for them to get over its impact. The young people said that their parents were “more frightened.”

Some positive experiences were also recorded on the communication of the diagnosis. In these cases, the patients said that their doctors stressed that they could lead a “normal life” and that the treatment was “easy.” They were asked about their doubts and feelings in view of the news and were informed that in the following visits they were going to explain more about the disease to them.

---

**TABLE 3**

**Expectations on the Doctor-Patient Relationship**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Expectations on the Doctor-Patient Relationship in Diabetes Mellitus Type 1 Treatment. A Qualitative Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Escudero-Carretero MJ et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Atención Primaria. 2006;38(1):8-18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The information they remembered most was the drawing and graphic support.

"Viruses and Bacteria" in Doctor-Patient Communication

In the control and follow up visits, the patients reported that the medical care centred on reviewing the self-monitoring data and it was normal "to reprimand" if the results were not good. This seems more evident with the endocrinologists and nursing consultation in health centres. According to the patients, they said that the clinical interview is centred on the results of the monitoring and in the "interrogation" of the patient to discover "what they have done wrong." These opinions are stronger in people of both groups with negative or denial attitudes towards the disease. Few patients recorded that their doctors or nurses positively reinforced them. When they arrived at the review they had the feeling that "they were going to be discovered." This promoted "childish" attitudes, both in the patients and in their carers: they "hide" information or they lie to the professional to look for approval and to avoid the "telling-offs." The communication becomes partial, centred only on what "the doctor wants to hear" without sharing their feelings, their fears or their worries with the professionals, or to comment on the strategies that they develop to adapt the treatment to their lives, the "tricks" they use to carry on with the most "normal" life possible or how they have learned to get round the limitations that their disease has imposed on them. The majority of young people interviewed, particularly those with a more negative attitude towards their disease, stated not feeling understanding in the professionals. In general, the young people as well as the parents interviewed are more critical about the communication skills and the capacity of the endocrinologists to empathise, than they are of the family doctors. Few opinions were expressed on the nurses and the nurse clinics in the health centres.

"Adapt the Disease to Your Life, Not Your Life to the Disease"

Some young people interviewed declared that they had stopped going to the health centre and preferred to control the disease themselves. They "used" their mothers and other family members so that they could act as mediators with the health system. The emotions that these people describe as regards the treatment vary from rebellious, non-conformist, invulnerability and anxiety. They are those whom we have characterised with a negative attitude. The interviewees assured that, to live with diabetes and maintain social relationships and a "normal" daily life, they had to give up and learn to adapt their life to the treatment and to their disease and learn to make its demands more flexible and point to the incompatibility, on many occasions, between the recommendations of their doctors and their life circumstances. They learn to self-regulate the treatment in accordance with their activities by the method of trial and error. In view of these opinions, the parents recognise that their children also go through periods of refusing the treatment. They also express that
What Is Known About the Subject

- To have good control in diabetes delays the appearance of secondary complications and diseases, at the same time it improves the quality of life.
- Approximately 50% of diabetic patients do not comply with the treatment adequately.
- The problems of communication in the clinic is a barrier to the effective treatment of diabetes.

What This Study Contributes

- The communication of the diagnosis is remembered positively when the doctors emphasized that they could have a “normal life” and that the treatment was “easy,” they were asked about their doubts and feelings on hearing the news and when they were informed about the disease and the treatment gradually in several visits, and taking into account the emotional impact.
- The style based on threats and control promotes attitudes of “concealment” or lying to the professionals to seek approval and avoiding the “telling-offs,” without sharing their feelings, fears or anxieties with the professionals, or commenting on the strategies being developed to adapt the treatment to their lives, their “tricks.”
- The majority of young people interviewed would like to be able to exchange information with their doctor, to jointly decide their life plan and even discuss the hypothetical risks linked to the decisions.

Discussion

Qualitative methodology allows a holistic approach to the daily life of the participants, with which the wealth of information on their intentions, experiences and opinions aspects which are difficult to achieve by quantitative methods. This method allows us to explore, describe and understand the perspectives, the experiences and the emotions of the reality which we are investigating and identify conclusions that, although they are not generalised probabilistically, they are from a logical point of view. Also, the qualitative method, by using few interventions or no structures, does not determine the results themselves. In fact, the emotional reaction and distress with which some people spoke to us about their diabetes, as well as the problem of communication with their health professionals was somewhat of a “surprise.” This study has been centred on patients with DM1 to guarantee that the participants shared the same disease. This strategy, recommended in the designs of qualitative research, expects that, on talking about subjects in common, group discussions can go deeper into the experiences of the participants. The number of groups formed, 2, enable reaching a high saturation level of information, which was redundant in both groups for all the dimensions of the study. The different geographic locations of the groups (Granada and Seville) attempted to obtain varied experiences about the health care received. However, it should be pointed out that the services on offer described by the participants were very similar.

The presence of young people and the parents of other young people in the same group did not inhibit the participation of any of those present, which was expressed with spontaneity and interest in both focus groups.
The experience of diabetes and its treatment and its complications is a harsh experience and, in many cases, produces a strong emotional shock and is a source of stress, which will influence the course of the disease. However, the level of acceptance and the expectations which are generated on its future will depend on a great extent on the confrontation and communication style of health professionals. The results of this study show that a cold, managerial style and lack of empathy has negative consequences on the progress of the patients. The question which arises is: How can we intervene and improve these interactions? The answer is in the needs expressed by the patients and in the research available. Some key points which should be included in the care of patients with DM1 are:

1. The relationship has to be taken care of. In this and other studies it is established that patients with DM1 demand a closer relationship with their health professionals. To improve the doctor-patient relationship improves therapeutic compliance and the manner of coming to terms and confronting the disorder, and it is one of the most determining elements of patient satisfaction. It is important that health professionals should show interest in the situation, the process and progress of the patient, and an open mind and not judgemental on the attitudes, behaviour and needs, which should be listened to without hurry and that they should learn to be flexible with treatment depending on the circumstances and individual preferences.

2. There has to be support. The health professionals must understand the psychological impact that a serious health problem can have and offer emotional support throughout the whole process. For this, two essential points: the emotional state and the circumstances of the patients and their families must be known, to know the person, the reality of the disease, and the capacity to empathise with the patients must be developed and put into practice. It is an exercise in understanding the feelings and situations of the patients and showing them this understanding.

3. There must be effective communication. The way the diagnosis and other information is communicated influences the response. If an emotional reaction is triggered, such as anxiety, on conveying the message, counterproductive effects can be achieved, such as block or denial. The communication of news must be prepared and consider that one of its objectives will be to calm down and ease. The communication of news must be prepared and consider that one of its objectives will be to calm down and ease. But it is not enough just to inform the patient what has to be done; it is important to understand that the responsibility in the success of the treatment is shared. Interaction and exchange are the key words. Consensus agreements have to be reached, in which the problems, the possible solutions and the most relevant decisions with clear objectives are defined. To improve health care and its results, to promote patient participation in their own health processes and to maintain quality communication with the patients not only improves compliance to the treatment, but it is necessary in helping patients to accept their DM1, in increasing a responsible and critical attitude, and to achieve more independence and participation of the patients.

4. There has to be training. Diabetes training is fundamental to increase compliance with the treatment and has to be linked to the whole care process, whether it is in person or by telephone or by other means. It is not only training in skills and knowledge, but training in minimising the damage of unfavourable behaviour, in helping patients to accept their DM1, in increasing a responsible and critical attitude, and to achieve more independence and participation of the patients.

5. The responsibilities must be shared. Good compliance to treatment can only be achieved if the patient actively participates in the process and is continually involved in the making of decisions. There are studies that demonstrate that an active style of confrontation correlates with better blood glucose regulation. But it is not enough just to inform the patient what has to be done; it is important to understand that the responsibility in the success of the treatment is shared. Interaction and exchange are the key words. Consensus agreements have to be reached, in which the problems, the possible solutions and the most relevant decisions with clear objectives are defined. To improve health care and its results, to promote patient participation in their own health processes and to maintain quality communication with the patients not only improves compliance to treatment, but it is necessary in helping patients to accept their DM1, in increasing a responsible and critical attitude, and to achieve more independence and participation of the patients.

Conclusions

The future of health clinics is moving towards the “empowering” of the patients and by the collaboration and
exchange between doctors and patients. Exchange between doctors and patients. The health system as well as every one of its professionals must establish the need to treat patients in an integrated manner, paying particular attention to 2 key aspects of care, the treatment and communication, which have a direct bearing on the efficacy of the treatments and their therapeutic compliance.

This is a descriptive and exploratory study which has allowed us to approach a part of a reality frequently ignored by the health services, the experience and the qualitative perception of its users. We can generalise its conclusions, by the validity and rigor of the investigation as well as by the agreement with other studies. However, considering the limited sample, it would be interesting to carry out a wider study along this line, as well as investigating, by means of qualitative methodology, the perception of health professionals on their communication and their relationships with their patients and their problems in facing up to them.

A primary and consistent practical implication of the study is the need for training in communication and health of some health professionals.
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The article by Escudero-Carretero et al., which presents a qualitative study on the clinical relationship in the context of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (DM), is timely and a guide to the direction that must be taken in the present and the future in the care of chronic diseases. Timely, because it directs us to a health problem which determines the life of those affected and their families and which does not fit well with functional clinical model, centred on the “technique,” with risks of lack of continuity in care, or with a health system based on the “on demand” consultation, on the acute episode, on the doctor or on the hospital. A guide because it highlights facets centred on the patient and the carer (expectations, needs, opinions, emotions) and, therefore, value laden.

This study ratifies and confirms the urgency and the need to change the health care, both from the professional and institutional perspective, to take it more centred on the patient than a team, coordinated and in a process of continual improvement. A care which might incorporate and specify values which might promote coherent life styles and which is oriented towards self-care, to the self-management of the body and health. A care where the decision making is based on confidence and updated assessment which attempts to avoid uncertainty. In short, an integrated care which calls for, among its demands, that of rethinking and reformulating the therapeutic vehicle par excellence: interaction and clinical relationship.

Indeed, DM in general is a model of what chronic diseases signify for health care and society. DM is, without a doubt, a chronic, important and costly disease which is reaching epidemic proportions. It is estimated that there are currently 194 million people in the world who have DM, which is 5.1% of the adult population, and this figure will increase 333 million (6.3%) by the year 2052. In a recent study carried out in the Autonomous Community of the Murcia Region indicated that an estimated 11% of the population ≥20 years had DM. The total prevalence of DM in the Murcia Region adjusted for the standard world population (30-64 years) is 7.6% (50.2% in males and 5.2% in females). Insulin dependent DM makes up between 5% and 10% of the cases diagnosed, and the age most affected is between 10-14 years. In Spain, the approximate incidence is 10-17 new cases/100 000 inhabitants/year.

Thus, DM is shown as a problem of considerable dimensions, particularly if we take into account its relationship with the increase in cardiovascular risk, the morbidity and the complications in the short and long term which it involves. To have good control and treatment of the disease delays and reduces the appearance of these complications. The treatment of DM is one of the most complex, given that the patients have to combine medication, diet and exercise, throughout the day, dynamically and day in day out, permanently, for all their lives. To the drastic changes in the patients’ routine, is added the most common ways of administering the treatments and carrying out controls: the daily lacerations in the form of injections or pricks. All this very often means that therapeutic compliance is a challenge of the first magnitude. And this is even greater in the young patients, since the complexity and chronic nature of the treatment, added to the biological-social changes that occur during adolescence, makes it a very important challenge to the competence of the adolescent with DM, which
means that around 50% do not comply completely with their treatment. Despite all this being basically known by any primary care doctor, it is shocking that studies like that of Escudero et al continue to show the persistence of a care model which clearly does not help to confront the challenges which are involved in a disease like DM. Once again (how many times do we need?), the “Godot” for which this is designed, is largely our system of health care and for which, to a large extent, they prepare us in pre-grade and resident training, is not going to come. If the classic mid-20th century work of Samuel Becket, Nobel prize winner of Irish origin, characteristic of the theatre of the absurd, shows the futility of a chimeric wait and without direction, is it not equally inappropriate that health professionals should expect some rewards from some interventions which are weakly going to favour that which they ostensibly pursue? We cannot ignore this reality, if we have a vision and some sketchy performances in a much more complex process and which requires us to work in various dimensions, between those which are unavoidable and that which incorporates the expectations of the patients and in relationship-communication context that is established with them and their care environments.

The psychologists Salvador and Melgarejo grouped the principal factors which can influence therapeutic compliance into 6 categories: factors associated with the disease (chronic nature, severity, stigma), with the treatment (administration, dosing regime), with the patient (age, belief, motivations, self-efficiency), with the doctor (empathy, communication strategy, values), with the patient-doctor interaction (type of relationship, control, making decisions, contact-empathy) and with the environment (family support and care environment). These same authors remind us that therapeutic non-compliance and its associated factors constitute a paradigmatic example of the failure of the traditional biomedical model to take into account the process of the disease and its impact in those affected by it. Timely and, as we said, in one of the suitable directions, Escudero et al confirm this insufficiency, which can be applied not only to the care of the insulin-dependent DM patient, but to all patients with chronic diseases. The participants in the mentioned study claimed something so “outrageous,” like it should take them into account, that the health professional should centre on them as a person, in all their dimensions (physical emotional, intellectual and spiritual) and not simply a glucose value and the physical signs and symptoms. They demand health personnel who can empathise with their emotions, with their day to day difficulties to carry on with a “normal” life, that they are an emotional support throughout time, that they have the ability to communicate efficiently and therapeutically, that they teach them and motivate them, that they do not “tell us off” or threaten us, and that they recognise that they are experts, to a large extent, of their own disease and in the management of their own body.

How is it that, all too often, as health professionals as well as the health care system, we are inherently incapable of systematically integrating these so logical and so reasonable demands? How have we produced a health system which often shields us and prevents us from taking advantage of these “opportunities” which gives us the dynamics of a chronic disease extended throughout time? What else can emerge from the new Training Program of the Family and Community Medicine Specialty, which includes as essential competences, care communication and bioethics, together with the acquisition of clinical reasoning and care management? Doctor-patient interaction is the principal determining factor of a wide range of factors associated with health intervention: information obtained in the interview, accuracy of the diagnosis, effectiveness of the consultation, compliance, the understanding of problems on the part of the patient and the satisfaction of the patient with the consultation, as well as that of the doctor too. However, the group of skills needed to improve this relationship, is not taught or practiced adequately in pre-grade, in resident training, or in continued education, which can have clear repercussions on patient care and on the job satisfaction of the doctor.

Twenty years ago, Jay Katz spoke of the paradoxical “silent world” of communication and the lack of interaction between the patient-doctor relationship as something that had to be reversed. All in all, things are changing. Today, after the pioneering efforts of the Communication and Health Group of semFYC (Family and Community Medicine) and numerous professionals from other fields and disciplines, it now cannot be said that there are no training (and to a lesser degree research) in aspects of communication and clinical relationships. Perhaps, that is not the case anymore. There also increasing initiatives in practical training in clinical bioethics such as, for example, that promoted by Bioethics Project for Clinical Practitioners of the Sciences and Health Foundation, led by Diego Gracia.

The focus on the essential competencies of the family doctor of the previously mentioned new training programme is welcome. But there is still much to do. It is good that some approaches are permeating little by little and at least they may become familiar: for example, the biopsychosocial model which George Engel pointed out almost thirty years ago, or “medicine centred on the patient” developed by M. Whiiney and Stewart, among others. However, general systematic care practice, the “informal culture” of the organisation, is still a long step forward in moving into these parameters. These practices have still not been “automated”, apart from those politically and healthily correct. For that reason, it is necessary not to give up on this line of work which Escudero et al point out. For that reason, it has to go deeper to confront the challenges
that the chronic diseases create, from a professional as well as an interdisciplinary and institutional perspective, as regards care, but also in training and research. We cannot ignore the path which is being opened up with examples (Table 1) like those of Trisha Greenhalgh of medicine based, at the same time and indissociable, on the “evidence” and on the narrative (quantitative and qualitative), which approaches the increasing complexity and what comes out of the health institution headquarters to go to the population. Or like the initiatives for improving the care of chronic diseases picked up by the Institute of Healthcare Improvement, driving force for the improvement of quality in the United States. Or like the initiative of the World Health Organisation which promotes the Chronic Care Model (CCM). With all these new work tools and new lines of investigation are emerging, not only descriptive, but of action, establishing, health services, such as the Assessment of Chronic Illness Care (ACIC) or the Patient Assessment of Chronic Illness Care (PACIC). In this sense, it is very illustrative and encouraging to go on the Internet and look at the quantity and quality in some cases, of the information it has on DM. The possibilities of the new technologies, far from “displacing” the professionals should be an opportunity to promote more and better informed patients. The health professionals have to be aware of this situation, in the extent of our possibilities, and orientate or patients towards using these resources. Some diabetic patients, experts in other areas of knowledge, have made this knowledge available to everybody and have created Web pages or computer programs which help in the control of the disease and provide information and support.4

We have, therefore an exciting path ahead to walk in the improvement in the care of chronic diseases in general, and DM in particular. A path to walk, but not to waste time in futile, and often, self-destruction (professional erosion), waiting like the protagonists Vladimir and Estragon, waiting in vain for Godot, but for both the professional and the institution to walk together. We have to continue along this path with good walking companions such as Escudero et al, who spread the example.
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Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Information Found on the Web</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trends in research by Trisha Greenhalgh (University College of London)</td>
<td>Series of articles in the British Medical Journal (<a href="http://bmj.bmjournals.com">http://bmj.bmjournals.com</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Assessment of Chronic Illness Care” (ACIC), Institute for Healthcare Improvement initiatives, “Patient Assessment of Chronic Illness Care” (PACIC)</td>
<td>Program sponsored by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, Chronic Care Model® developed by Ed Wagner, Application to diabetes, Research by the RE Glasgow group in Kaiser Permanente Colorado (Med Care. 2005; 43:436-44; Diabetes Care. 2006; 28:2655-65)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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